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QCA welcomes the following new 
members and extends warm congratulations to 
those members who have upgraded. We look 
forward to catching up with you at QCA 
functions. 
Clinical: Kerrie Collings-Silvey 
Provisional: Elizabeth Addie, Francis Borg, Ric 
Colclough, Honni Hayton, Preeti Helena, Isa 
Pfluger 
Associate: Diane Clough, Anna Coats, Narelle 
Hanna, Natasha Knezovich, Inés Pintos-López, 
Paul Platt Claire Telford. 
Affiliate: Jim Campion, Michelle Chamberlain. 

We wish to thank Endeavour College for 

the use of their rooms for training and 

monthly Professional Development and 

Networking meetings.  
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Vice President Maree Armansin 

Secretary/Minutes Secretary/Membership officer Paul McQuillan 

Treasurer Tim Nunan 
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Professional Development Assist Neil Wiseman 

Committee member Margaret Watters 

Committee member Yildiz Sethi 

NON-COMMITTEE SUPPORT  

Membership Secretary     Karol Misso 

Web Editor Florence Ee 

"Contact" Editor Susan De Campo 

Administrative Officer /Book keeping/Telephone Contact Ros Turner 
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This is a MONSTER “Contact”. Our pleas for 
contributions were, it seems, well heard. We have some 
great articles, a poem, new committee member profiles, 

film reviews plus all the usual pieces of information. 
 

It will take you some time to get through but it’s worth it.  
 

Thank you to all who contributed! 
 

Happy Reading 
Susan (Editor) 

 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT   

September 2011 
Greetings all! 
Hello from your newly elected management committee, as we move into gear for the next year 

in the life of our association - it is inspiring to be part of the QCA tradition, stretching 

back to the early 1970’s, and now representing one of the larger, and more active of 

the Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia (PACFA)  Member 

Associations. The recent Annual General Meeting (AGM) provided an opportunity to look 

back at the enormously productive year behind us – AGM reports were emailed to all 

members, so you will already be aware of the wide spectrum of contributions and 

achievements gained. We are blessed to have a core of strongly engaged members.  

It is important also, for the organisation to remain vibrant, and for this to happen, this core needs to be 

continually energised by changeover of management committee members and the infusion of new ideas. 

So please feel welcome to come forward for items outlined below in which you have expertise, or simply 

an interest. In particular, we are looking for members to contribute towards the updating the website, 

and for promotion and recruitment.  

 

We, the management committee members, are looking forward to collaborating with you to help fulfil 

your aims for QCA for the forthcoming year. The association’s chosen tasks are derived from a variety of 

sources, including wishes from membership (gathered from individual feedback and the AGM focus groups) 

and PACFA policy decisions (QCA contributes towards these via our two delegates). This year members 

have asked for  

• More easily accessible information on membership categories and documentation requirements 
• More effective website - easier to navigate, more links, etc 
• Streamlining QCA and PACFA documentation  
• Promotion of QCA to the public and prospective new members 
• National recognition via PACFA for counselling as a profession (higher official pay scales, removal 

of GST, further progress on Health Fund rebates, etc.)  
• Continued excellence in the provision of Professional Development  
• Practices that are inclusive of rural and regional members 
• Continued high quality communication via email and newsletter 
• Access to PACFA research information 
• Value for money 
• Updating QCA supervision documents in light of PACFA’s new Training Standards and Accreditation 

process for supervisors 
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During the management planning day on September 24th we considered which of these items to prioritise, 

so as to take on a realistic number of goals. We also reviewed the Strategic Plan compiled in 2007/8. In 

this document our Vision states that 

“Through promoting and ensuring the credibility of QCA Counsellors we will enable our members to 

improve the mental and relationship health of the Queensland Community”,  

and our goals are listed as follows: 

“1. To be a sound, credible and professional organisation 

  2. To define, ensure and assure professional practice standards of QCA members 

  3. To promote awareness of QCA in the marketplace”. 

 

We look forward to working with you for the forthcoming year. If you’d like to send any of us a message, 

please do so through our very capable admin officer, Ros Turner, at qca@qca.asn.au. Please join me in 

welcoming the new committee, some of whose bios are included in this newsletter. 

 
Jean Tulloch 
President 

 
Justice of the Peace:   

QCA has become aware that a few of our Clinical 

Members may also be accredited Justices of the Peace 

in Queensland. If these members are in a Supervisory, or 

other therapeutic relationship, with another QCA 

member, we would request that they refrain from 

signing Statutory Declarations for the Supervisee or 

other therapeutically-contracted member. This request 

is made in the interests of ‘best practice’ since it 

maintains the discrete nature of a therapeutic 

relationship.  

 
Clarification:  Applying to join QCA and 

Application for listing on the PACFA Register 

Please note that these are separate processes, 

although application for listing on the PACFA Register 

has to be endorsed by QCA, and becomes possible as a 

result of joining QCA. This is because QCA is a Member 

Organisation of PACFA (an umbrella Federation of 35 

such member associations). It is not possible to 'join' QCA 

and PACFA simultaneously.  

 
QCA and Australian Counselling Association 

(ACA) as Separate Organisations: 

Enquiries to QCA indicate a common misunderstanding 

that that there is some form of reciprocity between  

 

QCA and ACA, and that accreditation as a Member or 

Supervisor with ACA can carry weight with QCA. Please 

note that ACA is a separate organisation with its own 

processes and membership register, and that ACA is not 

a member of PACFA.  

The Australian Register of Counsellors and 

Psychotherapists (ARCAP) register, which will come into 

operation soon, will list all members from both the ACA 

register and the PACFA register at national level, thus 

providing evidence of the size and qualifications of the 

entire counselling workforce, and informing 

government and other stakeholders.  This is the only 

connection between QCA and PACFA on the one hand, 

and ACA on the other.  QCA appreciates that all these 

different acronyms can be really confusing! 

 
Please Note: Changes to PD 
Domestic Violence with Kellie Byrne and 'Clive' 
has been moved FROM Friday 4 Nov TO 
Friday 18 Nov and  
The Half Day Workshop on Psychodrama with 
Charmaine McVea has been moved FROM  
Saturday 19 Nov TO Saturday 5 Nov. We 
apologise for any inconvenience this may have 
caused any members. 
Further details will be sent in the usual PD 
mailout to members. 

mailto:qca@qca.asn.au
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FILM REVIEWS from “free ticket” members 
 
I am very grateful to Icon Film Distribution, Dendy 

Cinemas and QCA to be one of the recipients of a free 

movie ticket to see ‘Tree of Life’.  Tree of life has been a 

significant concept and emblem in my life and 

professional work for many years now – you can view my 

logo at www.reconnectionscounselling.com.  

 

The film, Tree of Life, was in some ways like the 1992 film 

Baraka.  For those of you who have seen Baraka you will 

most likely remember a magnificent montage of free 

flowing images of nature and human beings – a non-

narrative, no plot, and no storyline film. These types of 

films require a shutting down of the cognitive mind and a 

falling into the senses, as you go on a ride with sounds 

and sights.  It is sensual and imaginative.  Similarly, Tree 

of Life has this element too – many moments of free 

flowing images, no dialogue and epic music.  Through 

these you can marvel at the world we live in and remind 

ourselves that we are but a spec!  

 

But wait, there’s more - what this filmmaker attempted is 

a melding of this unstructured, image-scape approach, 

with a semi-structured narrative of a family.  This is where 

it gets tricky, because the narrative of the family requires 

you to switch back on your cognitive mind as it sought to 

interpret the events and experiences of the family.  These 

events commenced with the death of a young boy – a son, 

brother, but with no explanation of how it happened.  So 

there was a strange vagueness about the family story, 

which most likely could frustrate many viewers as you 

sought to make sense of it all.  It was a bit dream like and 

still had the flavour of being ‘of the senses’.  You could 

almost smell the summer.  What this film then required 

was a type of ‘gear-changing’ approach where you went 

from the form (narrative) to the formless (images, 

metaphors, senses).  This was then, perhaps, the meaning 

I was left with at the end – our opposing natures.   

 

How do we as human beings deal with ‘opposites’ or 

things that seem to be in opposition to each other?  This is 

really what I took away from the movie when I stood back 

and reflected on it, because throughout the movie were 

issues, both in the images and in the narrative, about so 

called opposites – day and night, masculine and feminine, 

summer and winter, right and wrong, happy and sad, 

good and bad, form and formlessness, structure and 

structurelessness (is that a word?), sense (intuitive) and 

sensibility (cognitive), and most of all – LOVE & HATE.  The 

family narrative showed the eldest boy struggling with 

issues of good and bad, right and wrong, and basically 

how to be a human being.  The mother represented all 

that is formless, flowing and loving – the father was about 

boundaries, structure, aggression and form.  The one line 

of words that I remember most of all came from the 

mother who advised her son: “Love everything, love every 

leaf”. 

 

For considerations in counselling, and indeed in our own 

lives, this film could ask us the question - how do we find 

balance within these natural, opposing elements and 

forces?  I think rather than opposites I like to think of 

them as ‘juxtaposed’ – juxta being the Latin derivative of 

‘side by side’.  I see a tendency for people to live an 

either/or existence, making very strict delineations on the 

one or the other, in making strong evaluations of good 

and bad that might be too fixed or problematic, of not 

valuing the emotive, fluid, and non-cognitive aspects of 

themselves, of being caught up in form (ego, thoughts, 

roles) rather than the formless (our spiritual selves).  In 

our conditioned ‘dualistic’ thinking, we tend to ‘extreme’ 

our so called opposing elements in our lives, rather than 

seeing them equally as side by side, and equally as 

important to each other.  Except for love though – this 

should trump all else – naturally. 

 

With love … Monika Wilson 

 

http://www.reconnectionscounselling.com/
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The Beaver 
 
Plagued by bad reviews and Mel Gibson’s tarnished public image “The Beaver” never really had much of a 

chance. Generally it has had short runs here. I saw it last Saturday night in the one remaining theatre where 

it was still screening in Brisbane. There were eight people in the audience. 

Yet every so often it has gained very high praise. While it will probably only be available on DVD by the time 

you read this, I recommend this film as one that most psychotherapists will 

appreciate and enjoy as much as I did.  

 
The opening finds Walter in the grip of severe depression, a man who has 

lost all hope. As the narrator says at the start, the successful man he used to 

be has ‘gone missing’ Walter adopts a unique and unusual way of reclaiming 

his lost positive side and with it his hope. That side appears as a hand 

puppet, a ragged beaver with a optimistic muppet like personality who takes 

up permanent residence on his left arm, speaks for him and in the process 

helps him restore his hope, his relationships with family members and his employees. Happy ending? Ah, no, 

we are only half way through the film. 

 
The trouble is that Walter’s Beaver insists on remaining ‘on hand’ and participating as his ‘voice’ 24 hours a 

day, at a classy restaurant, in the shower and even during Walter’s renewed passion as he enjoys sex again 

with his wife.  

 
Counsellors can appreciate why all this might be a useful part of Walter’s ongoing recovery process. Few 

others can, so complications come thick and fast as more and more characters in the film cannot accept that 

if it’s helping Walter in a positive way it’s worth letting him stay with the process a bit longer while he works 

through it in his own way and in his time.  

 
Walter’s younger son and the woman who manages his business seem to be the only people who are happy 

with the way Walter and The Beaver are working on restoring him to a happy and stable life. Walter’s wife, 

an engineer by profession becomes more and more impatient with the Beaver’s continued presence on his 

left arm and in their lives and the growing public ridicule as Walter and the Beaver appear together as 

guests on nationwide TV talk shows.  

 
The story gets more complicated as Walter struggles with the growing pressure for him to speed things up, 

get The Beaver off his left hand and become ‘normal’ again. A significant and almost as important second 

theme in this film involves other family members and associates who are dealing with their own sadness, 

loss, guilt and grief in their own ways. This all comes together at the end of the film, which closes with a 

very positive message. But it is not a comedy. 

 
You will enjoy this film, but it may be better to see it with fellow counsellors. Accountants, engineers, 

lawyers or amateur film critics along with the majority of the viewing public will find it just not their cup of 

tea.         John Nutting  
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The Tree of Life    A Review by Margaret Gagen 
 

The Tree of Life is an extraordinary film. Some critics compare it to Stanley Kubrick’s 1968 epic film, 2001: A Space 
Odyssey. Like that film, Terence Malick’s has also been the source of much debate, and has also been slammed by 
some critics. 
One key to the film, that seems to be missed by some, is the film’s reference to 
The Book of Job and some bits of God’s answer to Job about the suffering and 
violence that has befallen him: 
 Then the living God answered Job out of the whirlwind: 
` Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth?  

Tell me if you can ... 
Who determined its measurements  
When the morning stars sang together  
And all the heavenly beings shouted for joy?…  
Or who shut in the sea when it burst out from the womb?  
Have you entered into the springs of the sea…  
Have the gates of death been revealed to you? 
Where is the way to the dwelling of light, and where is the place of 
darkness 
That you may discern the paths to its home… (Job ch 38) 

 
In one sense the film seems to play out this dilemma, searching for a vivid, modern way to reply to the chaos of 
personal suffering or loss, by invoking the sweeping vistas of creation of the universe. For this is how the film seems to 
start. 
 
The film begins with family tragedy: the 19 year old second son of the O’Brien family has been killed, and the family is 
deeply disturbed. The Dad knows he has been always harsh and demanding of his sons, the mother is lost in her grief, 
and Jack, the eldest, is haunted by his memories and searches for answers (“the world is going to the dogs”). 
 
As the family struggles to cope, Malick suddenly sweeps us into vistas of a galaxy billions of years ago, as planet earth 
slowly begins to take primordial shape and the heavens are split open and the seas and land struggle into existence – 
and bits of The Book of Job get played out: Were you there…? 
 
You’d expect both themes, then, to be explored: the grandeur of creation and the Creator set against the small human 
struggle to make sense of life and death. Instead, Malick takes us (for about and hour and a quarter!) through a 
strange narrative of this O’Brien family growing up in the 1950s in the American mid-West. We take in Jack’s birth, 
suburban life, the “nature” versus “grace” story of the family: the father (Brad Pitt) so utterly strict and unrelenting in 
his discipline, invoking the law of “nature”, while the mother (a radiant Jessica Chastain) is full of compassion and 
“grace”. The eldest boy, Jack (Hunter McCracken in his young life, Sean Penn in his adult architect life) struggles to 
define or discern what’s happening in and around him. 
 
The problem is with this development. The family life is interpreted by way of flash-backs and voice- overs that seem 
to be invoking some kind of providence from “on high”: a kind of Christian, fundamentalist “answer” that confuses the 
story line, then at the end of the film, evokes life/death sequences that are hard to follow (or swallow) as our answer 
to the mystery of it all. 
 
We’re left in the dark about many things: Why was the Dad’s work such a bitter failure, what became of the missing 
teenage years of the O’Brien boys, how did they cope with their brother’s death, why such a focus on this particular 
couple of years in the family history…? None of our questions get answered, and the family, as a result, is never 
viewed whole, and never becomes a satisfactory focus for the film. 
 
And we never quite return to the vistas of creation and the magnificent forces of creative energy that shaped our 
universe and the dinosaurs and the first half of the film.  
 
So I found the film in many ways quite unsatisfying. Something radical seemed to go missing with the unfolding or the 
editing: neither the rather disjointed study of family life in the 1950s in the American mid-West nor the exhilarating 
music and special effects of the creation of the universe seemed to belong together. We are left, then, with many 
more questions than answers. Critics, too, gave the film a mixed review. You will need to see it, and judge it, for 
yourself.  
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Books and Lovers. 
 

Where other lovers 
decide to combine 

bank accounts, 
you & I 

(excitedly, with ceremony) 
married our bookshelves, 

shoulder to shoulder, 
and century-old impossible conversations 

took their first breaths. 
 

You & I were held in their warm frequencies: 
as in a nest of open hands and the permanent 

possibility of sleep. 
 

When I left, 
the only time you cried was 

when first spine was torn from its roost. 
 

And I could hear it too: 
the vast wordless ache 
ballooning outwards 

to fill the room 
as connections we once believed endless 

were cut. 
 

I don’t miss you 
(anymore), 

but 
my volume of Borges 

feels heavier, 
opens reluctantly, 

misses your Kundera. 
Fern Thompsett 

 
 

PACFA REPORT  
A report to members on the PACFA AGM was circulated by an 
email to all members prior to our own QCA general meeting. This 
news section will add to what you have already received. 
 
Recognition of the Profession 
The major issue for PACFA at the present time is to continue 
working to secure proper recognition of the profession from all 
quarters – government, other health professionals and the public. 
Some of the initiatives being undertaken are: 

• A new part time operations manager is being recruited for a 
fixed term appointment. This position will focus on office operational activities. This will 
allow our executive officer Maria Brett to have a more strategic focus with government, 
member associations and other peak bodies with similar interests.  
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• The promoting PACFA/ Member Associations interests committee. This is a new 
committee that has met twice only. It will aim to enhance further the significant progress 
we are making towards proper recognition of our profession. Some of the recent 
achievements and aims include: 

- Psychotherapy has been included as an occupation in the 2011 Job Guides 
website and will be included in the hard copy publication for 2011. 

- Medibank Private provider numbers for all clinical and provisional PACFA 
registrants have now been allocated. The most important aspect of this is 
the professional recognition by a major health fund. It is a first step 
towards wider our recognition of profession. 

- PACFA is having further discussions with Medibank Private about wider 
coverage, not simply coverage for those taking out only the top levels of 
health cover. 

- Other health funds will need to be approached in the future. However, 
health funds typically require evidence that clients actually want the type 
of service that is being proposed. A next step to be taken is to collect 
evidence about likely client demand. One possible solution being 
considered is to ask practitioners to work with clients and ask them to tell 
their particular health fund that inclusion of counselling and 
psychotherapy services on their schedules is a client need.  One way of 
achieving this might be by way of a proforma letter, drafted by PACFA 
and distributed to members. Having a simple letter that members could 
request clients to sign would make this process relatively simple. Clients 
might be asked to endorse a letter expressing to their own health fund 
their disappointment that they are not covered for counselling services 
and asking that this change. 

- There are many lobbying and contact tasks that need to be undertaken 
both nationally and at state level. The committee is currently undertaking 
a mapping exercise to identify the work that needs to be done. Some 
state departments, for instance, are aware of the ARCAP register and 
have included ARCAP registration as a possible selection criterion when 
advertising for vacancies. Other state government departments need to 
be alerted to the existence of this professional register. 

 
Our Journal 
The last CONTACT newsletter announced the new journal the Psychotherapy and Counselling 
Journal of Australia to be launched in the near future. The focus of the research committee of 
PACFA is on collecting research evidence that supports our practice.  The aim is to validate the 
role of counselling and psychotherapy in preventing illness and supporting wellbeing. In 
particular they are looking for evidence of the effectiveness of different counselling and 
psychotherapy modalities.  
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Education and training 
The education training accreditation committee of PACFA has a long list of courses that have 
been accredited by PACFA. A number of universities have now sought PACFA accreditation for 
their counselling programs. These include the University of Notre Dame, Curtin University, 
University of Queensland and Murdoch University. There are also many private providers whose 
courses are now PACFA accredited.   
Closely aligned with the strategic direction of seeking better recognition for our profession is the 
need to ensure best practice among our members.  New Training Standards for Supervisors were 
adopted at the PACFA AGM. These have been circulated for information of members and for 
discussion at the QCA AGM. 
In accordance with the new supervision training standards PACFA is now establishing the 
voluntary supervision accreditation register for accredited supervisors. Transition arrangements 
to allow current supervisors to register will continue until 2017. 
 
Renewal of registration 
Renewal of PACFA registration requires both a minimum number of hours of supervision (10 
hours) and also a minimum number of hours (15 hours) of professional development. Proposals 
are currently under consideration about the acceptable formats for both supervision and 
professional development. 
A proposal being discussed on supervision would require some one-on-one supervision to be 
mandatory for renewal of registration. Peer supervision and group supervision will still be 
acceptable but a minimum number of hours of one-on-one supervision would be required. 
 
The proper acquittal of the 15 hours of professional development is also being discussed. Annual 
conferences and workshops and formal study units as part of a university course or other 
accredited course would certainly qualify as documented professional development. There is 
discussion about whether and under what circumstances professional reading and accessing 
audio visual material privately should be accepted. The question centres on having appropriate 
quality assurance processes for this type of professional development. These are important 
topics of discussion for an association such as ours which has a number of rural members and 
wants to support their professional development needs. The proper acquittal of the 15 hours of 
professional development has been discussed. Annual conferences and workshops and formal 
study units as part of a university course or other accredited course qualify as documented 
professional development. PACFA refers PD to be  

1. Live 
2. Interactive and 
3. Collaborative. 

 
Skype engagements can meet these criteria and offer one potential way of catering for rural 
members. Some professional bodies accept Readings as part of a higher annual requirement (30 
hours pa) but PACFA prefers to keep the annual requirement lower with an emphasis on live 
engagement. The quality and level of training found on various website resources varies 
enormously, so this option is not reliable as a general option, and has not received overall 
approval. 
 
DrPaul McQuillan 
QCA Delegate to PACFA  
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My personal journey over 25 years as a professional has brought me to the conclusion that, “I am 
no more certain today, than I was at the beginning of my career, that I will be able, on any given 
occasion, to give a client what they are looking for” When I reflect on my work I hear myself 
saying – “Did I make a difference?”, “Were my interactions, conceptualizations, techniques 
helpful?” 
 
Perhaps this ambiguity and uncertainty is shared by many honest therapists. It has also raised 
many critics, both within and outside the profession. Apart from the fact that less than 25% of the 
population access counselling services, the evidence from current research is not that encouraging. 
After over 50 years of professional practice all we can say with confidence is that “counselling is 
better than no counselling” 
 
Notwithstanding the above, counselling has ‘come of age’. It is today a profession in its own right, 
having established a stringent process of self regulation. It has gained credibility in the community 
and counsellor training has become a growth industry. Theories continue to multiply, professional 
associations are formed, institutions offering training are burgeoning and over 400 practitioners 
claim to offer a range of ‘counselling services’ in the Brisbane Yellow Pages. More recently 
counselling has had to contend with a raft of ‘new age’ therapies, the socially acceptable and ‘up 
market’ Coaching approach and the demand for indigenous therapies that are a better fit for a 
growing multi-cultural/multi-religious population. It is becoming increasingly difficult to define what 
counselling is and what it is not. 
 
It is time to reflect on the profession of Counselling within the context of a changing socio-political 
context. We must be ready to step outside the box, and pose some challenging questions: 
 

• as counsellors are we in the business of change? 
• how do our clients change, within, between and outside the context of counselling? 
• who defines change? 
• if change is one side of the coin, the other is outcome. Isn’t this what clients pay for? 

 
As counsellors we have no monopoly of the business of change. Change comes through 
‘happenstance’, divine forces, rituals, advice, rewards, punishment, reinforcement, education, 
transition, insight, self reflection.  Many of our clients are not ready for change; it may be too 
costly, seen as not necessary or as an admission of failure. Some ask is it for the better, is it safe, 
too great a risk. The process of change is very complex. As counsellors we can maintain our 
legitimacy only if we can demonstrate that we are making a unique contribution, amongst other 
contributing factors, to the process of change: that our business is oriented towards client 
outcomes. 
 
We can be very loyal and convinced about our favoured theories: we privilege them even when we 
are aware that there is no sound evidence as to their validity and reliability. Some of us may even 
go to extent of ‘proselytizing’ others (my students soon pick up on my favoured theory/theories.). 
Deep down, many of us may hope for a theory that surpasses all theories. Perhaps it may come as 
a shock to many that current research has demonstrated that theory contributes only 8% -15% 
towards change (Miller, S.D et al, 2004). Yet, we are all aware that although we are well informed 
by theory, in the counselling room, confronted with the reality and uniqueness of clients’ stories, 
we do ‘our own thing’, ‘play it by ear’ – try to help in the best way we can. 
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Confronted with the multiplicity of theory vs. the reality of what happens in the counselling room, 
researches have been looking for convergence. There have been different strands: from 
eclecticism to integration to convergence around ‘common factors’. We are currently witnessing a 
major paradigm shift where leading researchers are advocating that we surrender our quest for 
new and better models or a super-model and investigate the process of change. 
 
Focusing on client change is to become ‘customer oriented’ and not ‘product oriented’. Change is 
the one constant in the counselling process. It is what leads to the outcomes that our clients are 
looking for and invest time, energy and money. I am not advocating an atheoretical approach: 
that we should ditch theory altogether. As professionals it is vital that we are informed by the 
theoretical foundations of our discipline. However, in our work with clients we must begin to look 
transtheoretically, focusing on the business of change. It is about delivering the goods that 
clients expect. More challenging questions: 
 

• how do we know what clients want to change? 
• how will we know, when a client is ready, willing and able to change  
• how can we best facilitate the process of change? 
• how would we know the outcome: whether the client received what s/he came for 

 
Clients do not have to change during therapy but they need to learn how to change when they 
want  
 
To dispel any lingering arrogance that some of us may have; to lift the burden that many of us are 
prone to carry, because we have this non-conscious belief that we have internal goodness to 
repair damage in others, may I share a ‘best practice framework’.  
  

• Change is a process that unfolds over time. We need to be flexible in the way we sequence 
client interviews. As change is ongoing we are invited to step in at nodal points in clients’ 
lives to facilitate that process 

• Change is happening on a number of fronts, in different ways, at different times and at a 
different pace. As counsellors we come face to face with only a facet of that complex life 
process 

• We should be skilled in working collaboratively with clients to discern and facilitate the next 
small step in the process of change 

• Since the therapeutic relationship accounts for 30% of change we must invest in 
establishing and maintaining a viable connection. 

(Prochaska, J.O & Norcross, J.C. (2001); Miller, S.D. et al (2004) 
 
In Psychotherapy you change no one. People change themselves. You create 
circumstances under which an individual can respond spontaneously and change. And 
that’s all you do. The rest is up to them (Erickson in Ritterman,  
1985) 
 
 
 
Karol Misso 
(This contains material from a key note address at a Relationships Australia State Conference in 
2006) 
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Construction 
 
Shifting into a world that promotes political correctness is usually motivated by good 

reason and intentions. Many wise practitioners might say however, that if you remove 

something that has held a “place of importance or value” then it ought to be replaced by 

something that holds the spirit of the original now-politically-incorrect “thing” and replace 

it with something else.  

 
Hangman was a frequently played game throughout my childhood; it provided hours of 

fun and entertainment (and there was, of course, an “educational” 

component given the required spelling skills necessary to play). There 

are good reasons to change the way we use this game – some of 

which are not too obvious. It is a game that can build good rapport 

with older primary and early secondary children. Sometimes there is 

the occasional subconscious value in what words the children use. 

After trialing the game using other drawings I came up with the word construction, 

which has a positive tone, with a house drawing which appeared more meaningful. One of 

my clients wanted to draw a door, as in times of conflict at home it was a faster way to 

exit. You can continue to boggle your mind from there and find other applications. 

   

The game allows the practitioner or the client ten incorrect guesses. The interaction 

appears to work well with a fun approach and if you are competitive and you haven’t had 

a win lately please delay your urge.  

Yours to play with 

Brian Ruhle 

MEd BSc (Psych)  
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QCA’s President Jean Tulloch, is a professional counsellor and QCA accredited 
supervisor with a private practice on the Sunshine Coast. She has been involved 
in teaching counselling at a variety of colleges and universities for the past 
decade. This is her fifth year on the QCA management committee, during which 
time she has been the treasurer, delegate to PACFA, and president. She is 
involved in the Professional Conduct Panel set up by PACFA to process ethics 
complaints. 
 

 
 
Dr Paul McQuillan is a counsellor with Spiritus care in Brisbane. 
Prior to working with Spiritus Paul has spent 30 years in education 
moving between classroom and school and system administration. 
He is a Diplomate of Viktor Frankl Institute of Logotherapy and an 
Honorary Fellow of Australian Catholic University. He has also 
published numerous articles and some books on spirituality and 
young people.  Paul serves on two PACFA Committees, the 
Education Program Accreditation Committee (EPAC) and the 
Representing PACFA / Member Associations Interests Committee.       
 
 

Patrick Buick balances his professional life between a 
Psychotherapist/Counsellor and Management Consultant private practice 
on the Sunshine Coast and being an Educator at the Australian College of 
Applied Psychology (ACAP) in Brisbane. In counselling individuals, 
couples and families he focuses on the strengths and needs of the client(s) 
by using a collaborative approach and walking a journey together of self 
discovery and growth. His counselling includes areas such as 
relationships, depression, grief and loss, trauma, life/career planning, 

interpersonal, organisational development, body-mind integration, substance misuse, conflict 
management, anxiety and stress. Patrick has an active family life and is involved in various 
community organisations. He is PACFA registered, a clinical member of QCA and a member of 
SCAPE and AIM. 
 
I am returning to the committee after being a member of QCA 
and a committee member in 1986 after completing the 
Graduate Diploma of Counselling at the QUT, Kelvin Grove 
campus in 1985. It is incredible to have seen the changes and 
longevity of the association. I recall having debates about the 
logo and membership criteria then, so we have come a long 
way. I look forward to returning to the new committee and the 
ongoing growth of QCA.         Maree Armansin  
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Yildiz Sethi is a counsellor and clinical hypnotherapist and also Family 
Constellation practitioner and trainer and accredited supervisor and 
has been an educator at ACAP. She has been running a private practice 
for 11 years and is a brief therapist helping people with emotional 
issues and relationships. 
Master of App Soc Sci (counselling). Grad Dip Counselling. Dip. Clin 
Hyp. B.Ed. NLP. Cert Ego State Therapy. Cert 4 Workplace training. 
Extensive o/s training in Family Constellation 
 

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Working with imagery and metaphor  
to unlock inner resourcefulness” 

     
Interactive Drawing Therapy (IDT) 
IDT courses have been rated highly by over 6,000 participants 

• Professional, relevant, compatible, accessible 
• Solid, innovative and immediately usable theoretical base 
• Effective, safe, user-friendly, powerful, liberating 

REMAINING IDT COURSE TRAINING 2011 
Course Dates Location 

Foundation Course 23-24 & 26-27 September Canberra 
Group Work 17-18 October Brisbane 
Supervision 24-25 October Brisbane 
Advanced 6-8 Oct & 10-12 November Brisbane 
Masters 27-29 October Brisbane 

 
The Foundation Course must be completed before enrolling in 

professional development courses 
 

To register for our training courses or for more information: 
Visit www.InteractiveDrawingTherapy.com 

Email: idt@pl.net or Phone: +64 9 376 4789 
The IDT Foundation course is fully accredited to earn P.D. points 

 

              
 


